A NEW BEGINNING WITH GREATER RESPONSIBILITIES:
by Foundation President

Timothy A. Chopp

It is a privilege to report the Foundation's expansion into greater opportunities to fulfill our mission of history,
education, and remembrance about the great Berlin Airlift of 1948 and 1949. We made great progress in the
waning months of 2017 when on November 7th, after 17 years of struggle and perseverance, we brought to
life the world's only flyable Boeing C-97 by departing Floyd Bennett Field, New York
and flying to our home base at Toms River, New Jersey. Then in the latter part of
December, the Military Technology Museum of New Jersey gave the Foundation
permission to create a Berlin Airlift display/exhibit inside their facility located at Camp
Evans, Wall Township, New Jersey. Both of these additional venues will require an
increase of involvement and support to use these assets to our advantage for our
educational purposes and to preserve the memory of the Berlin Airlift. There was only
one Boeing C-97 used in the Berlin Airlift, having arrived in Germany on May 2nd,
1949. It flew its first mission on May 4th, 1949. It could carry twice the payload of the
C-54 and had the Berlin Airlift continued into the 1950's, the US Air Force was going to replace all 330 C-54's
with 100 Boeing C-97's. It is only appropriate that this great transport be operated by an organization
associated with the Berlin Airlift. This great transport also became the first air refueling tanker built from the
ground up solely for the purpose as an air to air refueling tanker. Named the "Angel of Deliverance", our C-97
carries an angel on the left side near the forward boarding door. The name of the angel is "Hope". She is
holding a torch in her right hand that is a symbol of her role as an air to air tanker delivering energy to the
thousands of thirsty airplanes she delivered fuel to. In her left hand she is holding a basket of food that is a
symbol of the humanitarian role carrying needed supplies all over the world as a cargo transport including the
Berlin Airlift. We as an organization should be proud to keep this very rare, one
of a kind, historic transport flying on its mission of history, education, and
remembrance.
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The privilege to create an indoor display in the Military Technology Museum of
New Jersey will give us the opportunity to place on public display many of the
Berlin Airlift artifacts we have collected over the past 23 years. A lot of these
artifacts were donated by Berlin Airlift veterans which we have displayed inside
our Douglas C-54 and plan to also install in our Boeing C-97. Due to the
amount of artifacts we have, we still are able to create a very nice display/
exhibit making good educational use of these artifacts for public viewing. This
type of activity will give us experience in creating an indoor display. Read more
about this display/exhibit and how it began elsewhere in this newsletter report.
Beginning a new era with greater responsibilities will also require greater
support. We have reached this point in our growth thanks to everyone who has
contributed over the past 23 years to make the Berlin Airlift Historical
Foundation a success. We hope each and every one of you will continue to
help with your kind and patriotic contributions. Please visit our web site
at www.spiritoffreedom.org. The Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation is a charity
meeting the IRS requirements as a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization, making
your contributions tax deductible.

Kevin M. Kearney, VicePresident
(908) 705-0109
Jeff DeKonty, Corporate
Secretary
(610) 662-3415
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BOEING C-97G DEBUT SCHEDULED FOR JUNE 2018
AT READING, PA
The big annual World War II Weekend event is scheduled for June 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd and we are happy to announce both the C-97 and C-54 are invited
to participate. This popular event takes place at the Reading Carl Spaatz
Regional Airport in Reading, Pennsylvania and is sponsored by the Mid
Atlantic Air Museum. Our C-97 was flown to Reading on November 7th,
2017, and will remain there until after the June event. The reason for this
was to insure the C-97 would be there for its public debut and not be
stranded at some other airport due to possible mechanical issues. There is
the possibility some C-97 crew training flights may be scheduled in April or
May, however, such flights would be local flights only and depart and return
to the Reading airport. For the past several years our Douglas C-54 has
opened this event by taxiing to show center with several re-enactors on
board being President FDR, General Douglas MacArthur, Ensign JFK, and
Admiral Nimitz. Upon arrival, the boarding stairs are rolled into position and
following the playing of our National Anthem, the re-enactors each take
turns giving a short report on the war effort from the top of the boarding
stairs before deplaning into waiting vintage cars with military escort. It's fun and exciting to watch. As for the C
-97, we will be installing temporary Berlin Airlift and Cold War displays inside the fuselage and hope to
demonstrate loading and off loading a vehicle or two using the loading ramp. This certainly will draw a lot of
attention. The Mid Atlantic Air Museum has done a great job over the past 20 years with this event. There are
a lot of World war II aircraft as well as many military vehicles of all kinds plus military re-enactors representing
the US, Germany, Japan, and Great Britain. To learn more about this very rare and fun weekend, go to the
Mid Atlantic Air Museum web site at www.maam.org. Come out and see our beautiful Boeing C-97G, the
"Angel of Deliverance". It is our understanding that there will be one of the two flying B-29's there as well,
This will be a history making event where these great Boeing four engine propeller driven aircraft can be seen
together in one location. Bring your camera.
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Show your support for the BAHF and the
C-97 with this great gear!

These and other great BAHF Gear available
through Teespring
https://teespring.com/stores/bahf-store
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C-97 PROJECT IN A HOLDING PATTERN:
IMPORTANT TO READ
It cannot be overstated what a difficult undertaking it
has been over the past 17 years to bring life to our big
and beautiful Boeing C-97G, the "Angel of Deliverance".
If it was easy, everyone would be doing it. But it was not
easy and as a result we as an organization can be proud and
hold our heads high having accomplished this impossible
undertaking. It was a massive team effort over many years.
There still remains a lot to be done before we can begin
flying our C-97 on a routine basis like we do our Douglas C54. We separated the operational requirements into two
phases. Phase One was fly the C-97 out of Floyd Bennett
Field, New York where it was parked on May 10th, 2002.
It was extremely important this be done in a urgent manner
to move the project forward. Due to not having the use of the hangar because of the damage
caused by Hurricane Sandy 5 years ago, the project had to be completed outside in a make shift
work area with all kinds of obstacles and hardships, not to mention the time and expense it takes to
make the drive to New York. Having flown our C-97 out of New York on November 7, 2017, Phase
One has been accomplished. There remains one major task that can't be overlooked and that is
the removal of all of our maintenance support equipment from Floyd Bennett Field. This, too, is a
massive and labor intensive undertaking. I'm happy to report this has been going very well and we
may possibly have the entire job completed by mid-May. Now we begin Phase Two.

Phase Two is the operational learning phase to gain the operational experience necessary
to safely operate the Boeing C-97. This will include the selection of qualified flight crewmembers,
the installation of some on board educational displays and exhibits, changes of procedures we
learned from Phase One, the installation of an updated intercom system for the crew, having the
airplane cleaned and detailed for public display, maintenance discrepancies corrected found in
Phase One, and fly some local training flights for operational experience. These flights will be
accomplished from Reading, Pennsylvania where the C-97 is now parked. Of course to make all
of this possible, it will take funding to be able to meet the goals of Phase Two. Due to the
heavy workloads and demands to prepare the C-97 for its departure from New York, which took
years to complete, we have been unable to find the time to formulate a funding plan for the Phase
Two operation. We are just now announcing such a plan outlined in this newsletter/report. Please
take the time to read the page dedicated to the new funding program for the organization. I've often
stated we have made a good team over the past 23 years and I truly feel the best is yet to come as
we continue to grow and improve our mission of history, education, and remembrance about the
great Berlin Airlift of 1948 and 1949. Please help support the Phase Two operation of our
Boeing C-97G, the "Angel of Deliverance".
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WE NEED A HOME FOR OUR TRANSPORTS
For many years we had a great relationship with
the NPS at Floyd Bennett Field where we had an
agreement for educational use of our transports
for their In
Park Interpretive Program in
exchange for hangar space for both the C-54 and
the C-97. Due to damage to the hangar caused
by Hurricane Sandy 5 years ago, we had to
vacate the hangar. Returning to Floyd Bennett
Field for the winter with the C-54 after it's last
event each December was curtailed and ever
since we have been parking the C-54 in North
Carolina for the winter as we continue our search WANTED: HANGAR SPACE. THESE PHOTOS ILLUSTRATE SOME OF THE DIFFICULTIES OF
for use of a hangar we can call home. The C-54 BEING OUTSIDE. ASIDE FROM SECURITY, MOTHER NATURE IS THE BIGGEST OBSTACLE.
is now parked at the Smith Reynolds Airport in
Winston-Salem, NC where the Airport Commission of Forsyth County has most graciously agreed to let us park
there while we perform a # 3 Service Inspection. This is our 3rd winter at the Smith Reynolds Airport dong this.
We enjoy very much performing the inspection there, the real problem is the 10 hour car ride each way to make it
work. As for the C-97, after our departure from New York on November 7, 2017, the C-97 was flown to Reading,
Pennsylvania where it is now parked. It too, will require a Service Inspection before it flies again. While
the inspection on the C-97 will not be a major inspection, the drive each way takes about 3 hours and requires us
to bring additional equipment to perform the inspection. It has been very difficult to perform inspections and
maintenance without a permanent hangar to work from out of the elements. It has been like living out of a suitcase
for the past few years being unable to return to the hangar at Floyd Bennett Field where we had the privilege
of using the hangar for nearly 20 years. Meanwhile the search goes on for a hangar large enough to hold both
aircraft with the future plans and growth of the organization for an additional two more aircraft, a Douglas C-118
and a Douglas C-47. The obvious solution is to build our own complex which of course the price tag would run into
the millions of dollars. Read the article "Planning for the Future" elsewhere in this report. Meanwhile, the search
goes on and hopefully the right combination will present itself where the use of a hangar will become available. An
ideal location we have been monitoring for the past 3 years is Hagerstown, Maryland. The former Fairchild Aircraft
Factory complex located at the Hagerstown Regional Airport remains empty but is tied up with litigation. The
answers to all of our needs are right there.

C-54 PROPELLERS DUE 5 YEAR CORROSION INSPECTION
Every 5 years the Hamilton Standard model 23E50 propellers on the C54 must be removed and sent to a propeller shop where each blade is
carefully inspected for corrosion in compliance with a mandatory FAA
Airworthiness Directive. In order to not overburden our maintenance
schedule, we arranged to stagger the inspection by having the outboard
propellers come due one year ahead of the inboard propellers. On
January 26, 2018, our maintenance team consisting of Scott Szuhay of
Pittsburgh, Pa, Jim Reuger of Wauseon, Ohio, Tim Chopp of Toms River,
NJ, and Eddie Ide of Hickory, NC, removed the outboard propellers,
disassembled them, and prepared them for transport to H&S Propellers of
C-54 “SPIRIT OF FREEDOM” MINUS THE #1 AND #4 PROPELLERS White Lake, Michigan to have the inspection performed. They will be
AT WINSTON SALEM DURING JANUARY 2018.
driven to H&S Propellers by Tim Chopp the week of February 4th. They
should be ready for installation by early March. The following year
the remaining two inboard propellers will be due the same inspection and will have to be removed as well. The
cost for the inspection will be several thousand dollars. We can always use any generous financial support to help
defray the cost of this inspection. We are blessed with the fact this Airworthiness Directive does not apply to our
Boeing C-97 propellers model 34G60. The reason for this is the C-97 propellers each has their own oil reservoir
supply for their operation while the C-54 uses engine oil for their operation.
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TILWELL PETROLEUM TO THE RESCUE FOR THE C-97
During the last 15 months our C-97 was at Floyd Bennett Field,
Brooklyn, New York, the time came when aviation gasoline would be
needed for engine tests and especially for the departure of the C-97. You
must realize Floyd Bennett Field is a closed facility with no support what so
ever for aircraft fuel of any kind. In today's world of regulations and security,
trying to solve the problem on how to get 2200 gallons of aviation gasoline
loaded into the C-97 while parked at a National Park in Brooklyn, New York
became a real challenge. After contacting 34 companies and vendors to
buy and deliver the fuel, no one was able to meet the requirements for
permits, truck specifications, delivery specifications for over wing fueling,
and numerous other requirements when carrying hazardous fluids like 100
LL aviation gasoline. What seemed to be a simple job soon became a major
problem that might not be able to be solved at all. That's when we had the
good fortune to cross paths with Tony Cardwell and Tilwell Petroleum LLC
of Westerly, Rhode Island. This outstanding company solves petroleum
related problems all over the world. Within a few weeks, Tony Cardwell and
his expertise was able to put together the right combination and had 2200
TONY CARDWELL OF TILLWELL PETROLEUM
gallons of fuel delivered to the C-97. Thanks to Tilwell Petroleum LLC and
POSES WITH A PHOTO OF THE C-97 “ANGEL OF
DELIVERANCE” . SPECIAL THANKS TO TONY AND Tony Cardwell, we were able to perform the necessary engine checks in
TILLWELL FOR HELPING GET THE C-97 AIRBORNE!
preparation for the departure and have enough fuel for the departure on
November 7th, 2017. We salute Tilwell Petroleum LLC, an outstanding and patriotic company. Check out
Tilwell Petroleum LLC on the web at www.tilwell petroleum.com

FUELING FACTS
The KC-97 was capable of carrying over 9,000 gallons of fuel
depending on its configuration The KC-97L had an extra jet engine
mounted under both wings which gave it the added speed required
for flight and takeoff. This enabled it to refuel jet bombers without
tobogganing. The KC-97 carried both AVGAS and jet fuel. The
AVGAS was used to power its radial Piston engines while the jet
fuel was carried to power its two jet engines and to be off loaded to
its receivers. Our C-97 started out as a KC-97G with the additional
underwing tanks, but was converted to a KC-97L where these
tanks were replaced by J47 jet engines.
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FLOYD BENNETT FIELD AND THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
We thank you for your support over the years.
Now that we’ve gotten the C-97 airborne and out of Brooklyn, I’d like to take the time to talk about our
time at Floyd Bennett Field. Way back in 1996, the Foundation entered into an agreement with the
National Park Service at Floyd Bennett Field. The Foundation would be allowed to use their facilities in
the winter as part of the In-Park Interpretive Program and the Park Service could use the C-54 as part
of their Educational Program.
Back in those days, this activity took place in what was known as the Blue Nose
Hangar, which was situated between the Ryan Center (Administration Building)
and the Hangars that are now the Aviator Sports Complex. After landing, we
would have to ramp the landing gear wheels over the curbs in front of the hangar
and in between the light stanchions. After the first few years, this became easier
to do.
We spent several winters in the Blue Nose, the most important of which was 1997
-98, where the C-54 underwent major preparations for our European Tour. We
departed Floyd Bennett for Europe twenty years ago on May 5, 1998.

1996: C-54 “SPIRIT OF FREEDOM” IN THE BLUE
NOSE HANGAR AT FLOYD BENNETT FIELD.

In 2000, these operations were moved to Hangar B, a much larger hangar
on the Sheepshead Bay end of the field. Luckily, we didn't have any curbs
or obstacles to overcome here. It has hundreds of windows and the natural
lighting is great here. Also, there was plenty of room to store many of our
tools and equipment necessary to carry out the required inspections on the
airplane. It was such a blessing to be inside. We once did a double engine
change on the C-54 in the dead of winter. The hangar wasn't heated, but
the sunlight blazing in usually made the temperature bearable..
BOTH OF THE FOUNDATION’S C-54 AND C-97 CAN
BE SEEN SAFELY TUCKED AMONGST THE HARP

In May 2002, we added the C-97 to the agreement and it began its long
residency at Hangar B as well. Knowing that it was safe and under cover
there gave us peace of mind while we did the inspections and searched for the proper equipment for it.
During all this, the Park Rangers would be conducting tours of the field
and the airplanes. It was always a pleasure to talk to the public about
what we were doing and over the years we’ve gotten to know many of the
Rangers pretty well. There have been many that have become and still
are friends, such as Pete McCarthy, Todd Rosenhaus, Lincoln Hallowell,
John Daskalakis, Dennis Quigley, John Baron, and a number of others.
Floyd Bennett Field gave us many additional volunteers who dedicated a
lot of their time to helping our cause and became supporters of the
Foundation, such as Juan Martinez, Bill Rumpf, David Schurtleff, Walter
Henry, Joe Tesoriero, Glen Abel, Frank Zarnitz, Cedric Morrison, Alex
Lanctman, just to name a few. These guys became effective volunteers
and helped us tremendously, and we appreciate it.
Of course, as all good things have to end someday, Hurricane Sandy put
us outside and stepped up the urgency to get the C-97 out of Brooklyn,
as we could no longer leave it in Hangar B. While unfortunate, it pushed
us to finish the job and turned out to be a blessing in disguise, as we flew
the 97 out in November 2017.
We never would have been able to achieve the level of success we have
if not for the wonderful folks and the facilities at Gateway National Park—
Floyd Bennett Field. We will always cherish the years we spent there and
the special relationship between our volunteers and the Park personnel.
We salute you!

Now for those of you who don’t realize the
significance of Floyd Bennett Field in aviation
history, consider the following:
Floyd Bennett Field hosted
many famous aviators during
the "Golden Age of Aviation" in
the 1930s. Bennett Field was
either the origin or destination
for many record breaking flights,
including 26 around-the-world
or transoceanic flights and 10
transcontinental flights. Some of
the more notable aviators who
used Floyd Bennett: Roscoe
Turner, Jimmy Doolittle, Jackie
Cochrane, Laura Ingalls, Wiley
Post, Howard Hughes, Amelia
Earhart, and Douglas “Wrong
Way” Corrigan.

Howard Hughes
at Floyd Bennett Field.

Floyd Bennett Field's most storied flight was probably that
of Douglas "Wrong Way" Corrigan. Despite having been
repeatedly being denied permission by the authorities to
attempt a non-stop flight to Ireland, he "accidentally"
crossed the Atlantic anyway. Corrigan used a second-hand
surplus aircraft, a Curtiss Robin powered by a 165 HP
(123 kW) Wright Whirlwind J-6 engine, and his flight was
registered to go to California.
This is just a small sample of the role Floyd Bennett Field
played in Aviation History, To learn more, I recommend
anyone to pay the field a visit and see the Park Rangers at
the Ryan Center for a tour.
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C-97 PHASE TWO FUNDING NEEDED
NEW FUNDING FORM INTRODUCED
To meet our funding needs of the future, our Vice President and board member Kevin
Kearney designed a new form that will now be used as a multi-purpose support form.
You will find the form enclosed with this newsletter. Each category has a brief
explanation. We added item # 7 as an option for contributors who do not want to, or are
unable to, contribute in any of the other categories. Item #7 will also be used for
contributions needed for special needs. A blank space has been provided for
contributors to write in a specific purpose for their financial contributions requested for
special needs. All categories are important and each serve a specific purpose. As of this
writing we now have 17 members of our Angel Program where members contribute a
one time $5000. Over the past 17 years, the funds provided from the Angel Program this has been a valuable
source of income to help bring the C-97 Program to where it is today. Our special needs at the moment is for
the C-97 Phase Two Program that will begin in the spring. Several local training flights from Reading,
Pennsylvania will be needed to obtain operational experience and confidence with our C-97. In addition to flight
training for pilots, flight engineers, and loadmasters, new safety procedures will be implemented as well as a
few improvements to communications such as a improved intercom system so crewmembers can
communicate with each other while flying. All of this is part of the Phase Two Program. We need contributors to
step forward to help with this important phase of our C-97 "Angel of Deliverance" Program. Cost estimates to
fully complete this phase is $18,000. For those supporting members who want to make a contribution towards
the Phase Two Program, simply use the new funding form and check item #7, then write in the words "Phase
Two Program in the space provided for Special Needs, complete the form and enclose your check and mail to
the Foundation. The "Angel of Deliverance" is calling for help now. By supporting any of the other categories
will also be a great help.
TIGER TEAM PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
This newsletter is also the official announcement of our new Tiger Team Program to help meet the
financial needs of our C-97. This program is not for everyone. It is designed specifically for those special people
who are diehard enthusiasts for the Boeing C-97 who love see it fly, who love the way it looks, who love the
sounds of the powerful R-4360 engines and the sounds of the squealing expander tube brakes, and the role it
played in aviation history as a cargo transport, tanker, and airliner. In addition to love for the C-97, a Tiger team
member also has a Tiger heart and Tiger spirit determine to stay and support the C-97 as a Tiger would be
determined to stay with the hunt. The Tiger member must also have the financial means to support the
program by contributing $1200 a year, which breaks down to $100 a month. By assembling a roster of Tiger
Team members, we will insure the funding is available to pay for heavy spending items, specifically cost of
annual insurance and costs associated with flight training and annual flight checks for pilots and flight
engineers. Flight engineer proficiency requirements is something new to us since this is not required on the C54.
We are very happy and proud to report we now have four individuals with the Tiger heart and spirit who have
accepted the responsibility to join the Tiger Team.
Tiger # 1 is Mark Meltzer from Palo Alto, California.
Tiger # 2 is Mark Howard from Edmond, Oklahoma.
Tiger # 3 is Alex Mellow from Matthews, North Carolina.
Tiger # 4 is Jeff DeKonty from Glenmoore, Pennsylvania.
Tiger # 5 will be who ????? .
Note: Jeff DeKonty is also an officer and board member of the Foundation as well as a flight
crewmember. Jeff also holds a position as Angel # 15 in our Supporting Angel Program. A Tiger patch is being
designed for Tiger team members. Members of the Tiger team will also be granted special perks.
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A History of Boeing YC-97A 45-59595, during the Berlin Airlift:
Our Boeing C-97G, the "Angel of
Deliverance", represents the only C-97
used during the great Berlin Airlift of 1948
and 1949 and is painted in a similar livery
as YC-97A, 45-59595, was in May of 1949
when it flew in the Airlift. When Boeing
received the order to build the C-97, the
first order was issued on January 23rd,
1943, for three test aircraft designated XC97. Soon after testing commenced, Boeing
received a second order for ten more
aircraft of which six were designated YC97, three were designated YC-97A, and the
last was a YC-97B. Of the three designated
YC-97A, all three were delivered to the US
Air Force in March of 1948. The last of the
three YC-97A's was identified as 45-59595.
It was assigned to the 1st Strategic Support
Squadron and was sent to Germany to participate in
the Berlin Airlift where it was evaluated and tested
by Boeing and the US Air Force under actual Airlift
conditions.
It arrived at Rhein-Main, Germany, on May 2nd,
1949, along with one SAC aircrew, seven
maintenance personnel, and over ten tons of
specialized parts. Later, additional maintenance
personnel and enough people to make up three full
crews arrived. Service tests of the YC-97A proved
somewhat anticlimactic. Initial assessment of the
aircraft showed several problems, including the
length of the fuselage, which caused both fatigue
and confusion for loaders, and the difference in
height between trucks and the aircraft’s deck, which
necessitated borrowing a conveyor belt from a

German company. The Stratofreighter flew twenty three
missions, delivering 444.8 tons of cargo to Berlin. It also
experienced problems. On May 24, engine problems
forced the YC-97A to make an emergency landing in
Berlin during which the giant aircraft blew four tires and
caused enough damage to close Gatow’s runway for over
seven hours. The plane remained at the British base until
three new engines arrived on June 17, after which it
returned to the United States. The use of both the YC97A and one C-74 proved the heavy lift concept to the US
Air Force, which prompted the development of larger,
better heavy lift transports.
YC-97A 45-59595 TAXIING AT TEMPELHOF AIRPORT DURING THE BERLIN AIRLIFT.
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Activities of the YC-97A 45-59595 during the Berlin Airlift.
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FRED HALL MEMORIAL BERLIN AIRLIFT EXHIBIT
We are most happy and very excited to report the creation of the
Fred Hall Memorial Berlin Airlift Exhibit now being installed at the Military
Technology Museum of New Jersey. Over the past 23 years, many items
related to the great Berlin Airlift have been donated to the Foundation for
varying purposes such as display, educational value, historical value, for
future uses. While a lot of these items are on display inside our Douglas C54 Berlin Airlift Museum / Exhibit, there remains a lot of artifacts now in
storage for future use. Thanks to the wishes of the late Fred Hall, we have
now embarked on a new venue to expand our educational mission about the
HALL POSES IN FRONT OF A C-54
great Berlin Airlift by having a indoor display for public viewing. This will give FREDDURING
THE BERLIN AIRLIFT.
us the additional space to expand the history of the
Berlin Airlift.
Fred Hall was a special individual. A very dedicated and patriotic man
and very proud of his service with the US Air Force and his role as a C-54
flight engineer/mechanic during the Berlin Airlift. Fred was a key figure with
the Berlin Airlift Veterans Association and also a Flight Crewmember aboard
the Douglas C-54 "Spirit of Freedom" with the Berlin Airlift Historical
Foundation. Fred was with the C-54 "Spirit of Freedom" in 1998 when it was
flown across the Atlantic back to Berlin for the 50th anniversary of the Berlin
FRED HALL POKES HIS HEAD OUT IF THE COAirlift.
PILOTS WINDOW OF THE “SPIRIT OF FREEDOM”
IN 1995.
Following the loss of Fred, his wife
Catherine, contacted Foundation President, Tim Chopp and offered to
donate part of Fred's Berlin Airlift artifacts to the Berlin Airlift Historical
Foundation. Tim arranged to make the drive to Baltimore, Maryland to
see what was being offered and was more than pleased with what he
saw. Fred had amassed over the years a cache of artifacts that took a
truck to haul away. It was during the visit that Catherine told
Tim about Fred's wishes to have the appropriate displayable items
for public viewing as well as other Berlin Airlift artifacts. In addition, FRED HALL RECALLS SOME OF HIS AIRLIFT STORIES INSIDE
THE “SPIRIT OF FREEDOM” IN 1995.
Fred provided a financial contribution to help insure his wishes would
be fulfilled. Upon returning to New Jersey along with Fred's collection of artifacts, a search went out
to locate a facility willing to allow us to display Fred's artifacts as well as some of the artifacts the
Foundation has collected for many years. It took several months of research and thanks to Eddie Ide
of the Berlin Airlift Veterans Association, several museum were contacted. These museums remain
interested, however, the Military Technology Museum of New Jersey (Located at the InfoAge
Museum at Camp Evans, Ocean Township) was selected due to its location to simplify the logistics
required to make a top rate exhibit and access to the volunteers needed for the project. As this entire
project was the result of the wishes of Fred Hall, we want to honor Fred by naming it the Fred Hall
Memorial Berlin Airlift display/exhibit. Items that belonged to Fred will be marked "Donated by Airlift
Veteran Fred Hall". Curator of the project is Glenn Abel, a 3 year supporting member of the Berlin
Airlift Historical Foundation and also a C-54 Loadmaster aboard
the "Spirit of Freedom". Glenn owned his own Graphics business
and is well experienced in what it takes to create a worthy exhibit.
Glenn's help on the C-97 project was a key factor in our quest to
get the C-97 airborne. Work has already begun on the exhibit.
We will keep everyone informed on this special project. We owe
our gratitude to Fred Hall and want to say a sincere thank you to
Military Technology Museum
Catherine Hall for bringing Fred's wishes to our attention.
of New Jersey
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ANGEL GETS ITS WINGS
The maiden post-restoration flight of the Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation's
Boeing C-97G Angel of Deliverance has brought to a close one of the most
remarkable projects in the recent history if aircraft preservation. With the first air
-to-air photos of this magnificent Cold War transport, we tell this story.
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY JAY SELMAN

The following pages are an article originally appeared in Aeroplane Monthly
January 2018. Reproduced with permission.
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C-97 FLIES
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#

Name

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Randy McConahy
Freehold, New Jersey
John Enggren III
Forked River, New Jersey
Yvette Straet
Brussels, Belgium
Ruth Jorgensen Smock
Silver Springs, Maryland
Marjorie J. Armstrong
New Castle, Pennsylvania
John P. Amtower
Gettysburg, South Dakota
Zadalee Furlano
Lakewood, New Jersey
Justin Benson
Toms River, New Jersey
Jason Pence
Woodstock, Virginia
Ltc. Robert P. Burns
Charlotte, North Carolina
Edward Z. Miller
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Charles "Pat" Patterson
Hamilton, Montana
Mark Meltzer
Palo Alto, California
James G. Cole
Kempner, Texas
B. Jeffrey Dekonty
Glenmoore, Pennsylvania
From the Family of Captain Harry P Badger, Commanding
Officer of Navy Transportation Squadron VR-6 during the
Berlin Airlift.
Helga Johnson
Belvidere, New Jersey

17.

Residence

Who Will Be #18?
Will It Be You?

WE NEED MORE ANGELS! As the Foundation is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization, here your
contributions are tax deductible. Consider making history by helping to keep our C- 97G flying.!
NOTE: A list of the names of all of our supporting Angels is displayed inside the C-97 to
this day. This list will always be on permanent display and will be improved and
updated. We are very proud and thankful for our supporting Angels!
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
by Foundation Founder and President, Timothy A. Chopp
When I submitted the initial documents to officially incorporate the Foundation in 1990, the articles of
incorporation were specific as to the purpose and mission of the organization. The first article pertained
exclusively to the Douglas C-54 as a true flying museum about the great Berlin Airlift with a museum/exhibit
on board for educational purposes. The second article pertained to acquiring other types of aircraft also used
in the Airlift that included the Douglas C-47, the Boeing C-97, and the very rare Fairchild C-82 Packet of
which seven were used to help build the Tegel Airport in the French sector of Berlin. Another transport used
was the Douglas C-74 Globemaster I, the forerunner of the famous C-124 Globemaster II. As time went on,
we have partially fulfilled those articles by acquiring the C-54 and now the C-97. We have by no means given
up on fulfilling the purpose of the second article of incorporation. After 23 years operating the C-54 "Spirit of
Freedom" we have learned there are no Douglas C-74's
remaining and the only remaining flyable Fairchild C-82 Packet is
owned by our friends at the Hagerstown Aviation Museum in
Hagerstown, Maryland. It is our desire and full intention to acquire
a Douglas C-47 as that aircraft was one of the main aircraft used
by the US and Great Britain, holding 2nd place to the workhorse
of the Berlin Airlift, the C-54. Discussions have taken place that
when we do acquire a C-47, we may honor Great Britain's role in
the Airlift by having it in British markings. We welcome your views
on this matter. We might also use the C-47 for a ride program
which is becoming more popular among operators of the C-47
because of the funding it can produce. We have mixed feelings
about doing this as well.
Except for the C-47, other types of aircraft used in the Berlin Airlift by the US are unavailable. As a result, an
exciting idea came to light that would enhance greatly our educational mission and give more depth to our
subject matter. As Harry S. Truman was President during the Berlin Airlift, the idea of creating a replica of his
Presidential Aircraft, a Douglas C-118 named the "The Independence". The C-118, with its civilian
counterpart, the Douglas DC-6, was the big brother to the C-54. The vast amount of history associated with
these four great transports would provide a
kaleidoscope of ways to enhance our mission of
history, education, and remembrance about the great
Berlin Airlift of 1948 and 1949. Such a broad base of
history surrounding these four aircraft would warrant
our own facility for maintenance and protection to
house our aircraft collection and also be designed to
include an area for our own museum and learning
center. I can envision all of the above happening in our
future. All it takes is the efforts from people who
believe and share in this vision.
As I've often said many times using the famous quote
from history, "Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead".
I've often said we make a good team.
* The quote "Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead" was spoken by rear Admiral David Glasgow Farragut on August
5th, 1864 during the Civil War Battle of Mobile Bay. His fleet of wooden ships was approaching Fort Morgan in two
columns being led by iron clad monitors when the monitor Tecumseh struck a mine (then called torpedoes) and was
severely damaged. The wooden ship Brooklyn stopped, causing the two columns to become unorganized. Admiral
Farragut who was lashed to the top sail mast so he could see above the smoke then shouted those famous words.
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History of Boeing C-97 “Angel of Deliverance”
s/n 52-2718
Manufactured by Boeing Aircraft Company, Seattle WA, as
KC-97G and delivered to the USAF on April 27, 1954.
Apr. 1954

to 98th Air Refueling (Medium) Squadron (Strategic
Air Command), Lincoln AFB, NE.

Sep. 1954

to 96th Bombardment (M) Wing (SAC), Altus AFB
OK.
(Deployments to Ernest Harmon AB, Newfoundland, Elmendorf
AFB AK, and Mountain Home AFB ID).
Sep. 1957

Jun. 1958

to 96th Air Refueling (M) Squadron (SAC), Altus
AFB .

to 97th air refueling (M) Squadron (SAC), Malmstrom
AFB MT.

Feb. 1961
Jul. 1961

THIS 1954 PHOTO SHOWS OUR BOEING C-97 NEARING
COMPLETION AT THE BOEING RENTON ASSEMBLY PLANT.
NOTE THE NUMBERS “22718” ON THE VERTICAL FIN OF
THE AIRPLANE IN THE FOREGROUND.

to 407th Air Refueling Squadron (SAC), Malmstrom AFB
to 26th Air Refueling Squadron (SAC), Plattsburgh
AFB, NY

Feb. 1962

to 4108th Air Refueling Wing (SAC), Plattsburgh AFB

Jan. 1963

to 497th Air Refueling Wing (SAC), Plattsburgh AFB

Aug. 1964 to 128th Air Refueling Wing (Air National Guard),
General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee WI
Aug 1965 Converted to KC-97L (Two General Electric J-47
jet engines installed under outboard wings, so the aircraft could
refuel the fast jets.)
Sep. 1972 to 151st air Refueling Group (ANG), Salt Lake City
MAP UT (Deployments to Rhein Main AB, Frankfort, Germany,
"Operation Creek Party")
Sep. 1976 to Military Aircraft Storage and Disposition Center,
Davis Monthan AFB AZ.
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SAC COMMUNICATION HISTORY AND THE C-97
by Corporate Secretary Jeff Dekonty
Most of us know about AM and FM
radio. These are two different ways of
transmitting and receiving signals and pretty
much anyone who's worked a car radio
knows about them. But there's a third
"mode" of communication that's not as
familiar but is very much in use and has
history that is linked to our beloved C-97!
Single Side Band (SSB) communication is a
method of voice communication that is
very efficient. Using limited power, you can
transmit voice signals over great
distances. In fact, compared to AM or FM,
SSB takes only about one fourth the power
to achieve similar results. In the 1950's, this
efficiency attracted the attention of amateur (ham)
radio enthusiasts. As post-war technology enabled
greater access to SSB equipment, a few hams saw
potential for applications beyond collecting QSL cards
on their radio shack walls. These hams happened to
wear blue suits to work everyday, and they also
happened to have stars on their shoulders.
Strategic Air Command (SAC) Generals Curtis LeMay
(also known by his radio call sign K3JUY) and Francis
"Butch" Griswold (K0DWC) were avid ham radio
enthusiasts. As SSB began taking over the amateur
frequencies, they recognized that it had tremendous
benefits compared to the AM radio equipment that had
been standard-issue in military aircraft since before
World War II. Working with their friends and
colleagues Art Collins, WØCXX, of Collins Radio, and
Leo Meyerson, WØGFQ, of World Radio Labs, they set about organizing a series of test flights to prove that
SSB was the future of military aviation longdistance communication.
Enter the C-97! In 1956, using a SAC C-97 (tail number
92595) Griswold, Collins and others staged two test flights
with commercially-available ham radio gear installed in
the passenger area. Their ability to maintain continuous
contact with the home base in Omaha while travelling to
Fairbanks and then on to Okinawa and back followed by a
second journey to Greenland, then over the North Pole
and back home via California proved that SSB was far
superior to AM communications. As a cost effective proof
of concept, these tests laid the foundation for SAC to
equip it's then-leading-edge bomber, the B-52, with radio
gear befitting a new generation of military aircraft.
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Fast forward sixty years. C-97 Angels and Tiger Team
members Mark Meltzer and Jeff DeKonty, share an interest in
ham radio. Through connections Mark had on the West Coast,
he put Jeff in touch with Loney Duncan, a retired Rockwell
Collins VP and engineer.
After a few late-night phone
conversations and traded emails, a plan was born. Working
together, active and retired Rockwell Collins people and the
Foundation will re-create the test operating position from the
SSB test flights using period-accurate radio gear.
Duncan is already familiar with the installation of ham radio
stations in aircraft. He was instrumental in making the AM
equipment on the B-29 “Fifi” operational.
Leveraging the
knowledge and contacts from that project, Loney began
organizing the components necessary to have a fully-operational
ham radio station onboard the C-97. Already he has accepted
the donation of a 75A-4 Collins receiver. Paired with a Collins KWS-1 600 watt transmitter, this configuration
was referred to as the “Gold Dust Twins.” Adding a second receiver, antenna tuner and an airworthy external
wire antenna will complete the historically accurate and fully operational ham radio station, capable of
operations in the air and on the ground.
Ham radio operators love “working” a distinctive and unusual station and it is hoped that calling CQ from the
C-97’s “aeronautical mobile” ham radio station will further the mission of education while generating interest in
the C-97.
For more information, check out the full presentation on the historical flights
at www.k5rwk.org. Under “RWK Documents in the presentations section you can find “The SSB Revolution.”

C-97A 49-2595 PARKED OUTSIDE OF THE COLLINS RADIO COMPANY HANGAR. THIS AIRCRAFT
WAS EQUIPPED WITH COLLINS 618S AM TRANSMITTERS WHEN THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN
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Be A Part of Something BIG!
Suppor ng the Founda on, the C-54 and C-97
There are several ways you can support the Founda on's mission of history, educa on, and remembrance, as well as help keep the C-54,
the "Spirit of Freedom" ﬂying and support the big and rare C-97 "Angel of Deliverance".
1. Register as a Suppor ng Member each year by contribu ng a minimum of $120. We will place you on the mailing list as well as
our general volunteer roster for project support, other than ﬂight assignments.
2. Become a Life me Member for a one me contribu on of $1000, your name is placed on the mailing list and also on the
general volunteer roster for life with no annual contribu on required.
3. * Sponsor the C-54 or C-97 with a $1500 one me contribu on. Volunteer ﬂight crewmembers are selected from our sponsors
pending sa sfactory comple on of the selec on process.
4. Become a Suppor ng Angel of the C-97 Program by contribu ng $5000. Your name will be aboard the C-97 on a
special recogni on plaque, you will also receive a special plaque for your home. To date, we have 17 Angels in the
Program who have made a real diﬀerence in the progress of the C-97.
5. The C-97 Tiger Team Contributor- Being a Tiger Team member is only for the serious C-97 enthusiasts who
contribute $1200 each year. The purpose of the Tiger Team is to provide funding for the yearly insurance needed for
the C-97 and for yearly ﬂight checks for the ﬂight crew required by the FAA. Members of the Tiger Team will receive
special recogni on and perks.
6. The Corporate Tiger Team Contributor- For those corpora ons willing to contribute $12,000 yearly to help sustain
the C-97 "Angel of Deliverance Program. We need corpora ons who want to show their Tiger spirit as this is what it
will take to keep the C-97 ﬂying. Have your corpora on's name displayed in our C-97 as a Tiger Member. Rare big
projects require special support. Tiger spirit required.
7. As a contributor for Special Funding Needs or for Those Who Want to Contribute who do not want to be a
suppor ng member.

DON'T MISS OUT! LEND YOUR SUPPORT TO THE FOUNDATION AND KEEP THESE RARE AIRCRAFT FLYING

NAME_____________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP__________________________________
TELEPHONE (______)_________-_____________________

I want to help support the Founda on's Mission of History,
Educa on, and Remembrance.
I have enclosed my check for $__________________.
CHOOSE YOUR SUPPORT PREFERENCE)

Suppor ng Member

Life me Member

EMAIL:_____________________________________________
Aircra Sponsor
The Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation is a tax exempt, publicly supported
charity as described in Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

___C-54 ___ C-97
C-97 Tiger Team

Make checks payable to:
Berlin Airlift Historical Foundation
P.O. Box 782
Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727

“Angel Of Deliverance”

Corporate Tiger Team

Special Contribu on for:

*NOTE: ALL VOLUNTEER FLIGHT CREWMEMBERS ARE SELECTED FROM THE C-54 AND C-97 SPONSORS. THIS DOES NOT MEAN IF YOU DONATE AS A SPONSOR, YOU ARE
ALSO SELECTED AS A FLIGHT CREWMEMBER. ALL FLIGHT CREWMEMBERS MUST SATISFACTORY COMPLETE A SELECTION PROCESS BEFORE BEING SELECTED. CONTACT
THE FOUNDATION FOR MORE INFORMATION AS THE VOLUNTEER FLIGHT CREWMEMBER ROSTER IS LIMITED TO A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF CREWMEMBERS.

A MEOW TO A GRRR
Operating our Douglas C-54 can be related to a cute little kitten. A little kitten purrs softly and will walk
between your feet rubbing its side up against you seeking love and attention, while the C-97 is like a Bengal
Tiger. We will need supporters, crewmembers, and maintenance people with the same killer instinct as a Bengal Tiger. Operating the C-97 will separate the men from the boys. Go get a helmet and get in the game. Life
is short and opportunities like this don't come often, Be A Part of Something BIG!
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